May 11, 2020
Dear Birch Sap Citizen Scientists,
At the end of the first week of April, OneTree Alaska invited you
to celebrate Citizen Science Month from the comfort of your
home. We said:
“There’s loads to learn and lots of fun for the whole family while
Tapping into Spring at home. Enjoy working with your trees and
help us discover how the 2020 sap season (anticipated to begin
between April 21-27) relates to green-up (predicted to occur
between May 8-13).”
You responded with an enthusiastic “YES”! You turned out in
tens, in hundreds. And, finally, as of today, Monday May 11, with
Mother’s Day and Green-up Day having coincided on May 10,
you have started to send in….

Wonderful pictures…..
“Thank you so much for providing us with
the materials to experience pre-green-up.
Our boys had a lot of fun predicting and
checking the flow each day. We certainly
drank our fill. See you next year!”
Eamon O’Ragen, father of Lief and Flynn

…interesting
information
about sap
and plans for
the 2021 sap
season...

“Our whole family is now turned on to
drinking sap and we are planning to increase
the number of trees we tap next year so we
can freeze it and extend our supply. We stuck
to drinking it and didn't try making any syrup.
We did a bit of research on birch sap and
learned it is high in magnesium and
manganese, which are both great ingredients
for sports recovery drinks - we all did our
drinking after our various workouts.”
Scott Rupp

“Got

…and inspiring feats of
syrup-making!

our last batch
wrapped up
yesterday! What a
fun run!!! We
processed 113
gallons to make 1.25
gallons of syrup! We
definitely started
burning out at the
end, but we are so
happy with our final
product”!
Shelton and Theodora Boggess

Phenology:
the study of
the timing of
recurring
events in the
annual life
cycle of an
organism

The scientific concept behind our home tapping citizen science
kit: As you collected your daily sap info, you became involved
with many other things which caught your attention, including:
How winter buds release from dormancy and in what order
insects appear on tree trunks and buckets,
Why sap begins the season crystal-clear and fresh-tasting and
ends it cloudy and flat-tasting,
How the timing of pollen release corresponds to that of leaf-out,
and how predicting the onset of pollen season might help allergy
sufferers.
All these things belong to the domain of phenology—to the
study of how plants and animals tell time. At OneTree, we study
phenology and track phenophases as great ways for learners of
all ages to begin to grapple with the realities of climate change
facing us in Interior Alaska.
So this powerpoint tells ‘the rest of the story’. In it, we try to do
what Steven Covey in The Seven Habits of Highly Effective People
would have us do: Begin with the end (of sap season) in mind:
Green-Up Day in Fairbanks, Alaska—May 10, 2020.

Enter Climate
Scientist Rick
Thoman and
the Chena
Ridge
Green-Up
Index

For the past four years, Rick Thoman has kicked off the birch sap season for OneTree
Alaska with a presentation about when green-up would occur on the West Chena
Ridge birch and aspen reference stand. His presentation builds on work begun more
than 20 years ago that demonstrates how the reference stand’s almost half-century
long observational record, combined with the latest advances in weather and
climate forecasting, allow for an objective forecast of the timing of green-up, well
before the snow has even started to melt.
This spring, Rick’s cumulative date and temperature weighted green-up index
provided almost exactly the mean value for the date of green-up day! But
because the Covid-19 outbreak necessitated closing the University of Alaska
Fairbanks campus, Rick had to make his presentation virtually, as a webinar hosted
by the Alaska Center for Climate Assessment and Policy (thank you, Rick and ACCAP).
You can find Rick’s powerpoint and the audio recording of his presentation here:
https://uaf-accap.org/event/forecasting-green-up-its-seems-simplebut-its-not/

“Fairbanks is
fortunate to
have a unique
record of
more than 45
years of
green-up
observations
of Chena
Ridge”

As stated by Rick: “Green-up is an important event in the annual cycle in the
boreal forest. But it's not only important for the trees. Did you know that
almost as the leaves burst out, afternoon humidity increases as water is
released through the leaves and into the atmosphere? That in turn will help
fuel showers and thunderstorms as spring turns into summer. Fairbanks is
fortunate to have a unique record of more than 45 years of green-up
observations of Chena Ridge as seen from the University of Alaska. There isn't
anything else like this in Alaska. But there is still so much we don't know. We
have information for one hillside, but what about everywhere else in Alaska
where birch and aspen grow? How does green-up vary on other parts of the
landscape? Why in some years is green-up very abrupt across many areas,
while in other years it takes several days?

“Citizen scientists,
that means you,
can make an
important and
last contribution
to understanding
our Alaskan
environment”.
Rick Thoman, May 10, 2020

Rick continues: “While there isn't a well-established trend in the 45 years of
Chena Ridge observations, there are hints that green-up is actually
happening earlier these days than was typical in the first half of the 20th
century. Citizen scientists, that means you, can make an important and lasting
contribution to understanding our Alaskan environment. After all, when the
late Dr. Jim Anderson first wrote down the date of green-up on a scrap of
paper, he could not have imagined that 45 years later people would be
anxiously awaiting the declaration that "Yes, it's green-up day Fairbanks!"

First sap
season
phenophase:
onset of sap
flow

When first we tapped our trees, late-lying snow kept the sun
from penetrating to the roots of most of our birch trees, and sap
flow did not immediately begin. We have found, over 10+ years
of working with Rick Thoman and Ted Fathauer, that the onset
of sap flow begins in the Fairbanks area when the cumulative
sum of maximum daily temperatures > 32°F reaches ± 200
“degree days”. We’ll have much more to say about this in later
presentations..
This year, as it does every year, the sun won out, and sap
flow began in several areas on April 19. With it, winterdormant leaf buds and male catkins began their three-week
process to release from dormancy. The next six slides show
these changes, as observed in the leaves and reproductive
structures of the birch trees we’ve been working with.

Stages of budburst seen on one birch tree on the UAF campus
Saturday, 9 May 2020
Top row: Progression of budburst from winter-dormant
conditions to budburst and leaf-out (left to right):
Closed buds peak out from between the scales that
protected embryonic leaves throughout the winter
dormancy period.
Open buds: Within 7-10 days, the swelling tissue has
grown and differentiated enough to be recognizable as
leaves. The first leaf parts to emerge beyond the now
fully-open scales are the leaf tips.
Full budburst: With a few days’ more growth, 2-3 tiny,
individual leaves can be seen, ready to pop beyond the
constraints of the protective scales.

The development of reproductive
structures on one birch tree on the
UAF campus Saturday, 9 May 2020
Middle row: As the leaves grow, they open out, away from the center of
the bud. As green-up day (also called leaf-out day) approaches, the
reproductive organs of the birch tree become active:
Female catkins (the name of the female flower cluster, or female
inflorescence) emerge like candles from the center of what had been the
winter buds. Each female catkin of Interior Alaska white birch is made of
hundreds of individual flowers, tightly packed around a central axis.
Male catkins, as opposed to female catkins, are confined to the ends of
branches in Interior Alaska white birch. The male catkins that release
pollen during the spring 2020 pollen season were formed during the
second half of last summer (2019). As green-up 2020 approaches, the
male catkins swell and their anthers become increasingly visible
between the scales of the male inflorescence. The catkins’ placement at
the ends of branches help pollen grains catch the wind when they are
released.

Leaf-out as seen in one birch tree on the UAF campus
Saturday, 9 May 2020

Bottom row: Fully emerged from what had been a tight
overwintering bud, the leaves are now free to elongate into fully
mature leaves. In order to call the transition from budburst to
leaf-out complete, three separate parts need to be visible on a
birch leaf: its tip, ruffle-edged leaf margin, AND leaf stem. The
leaf stems are hard to see in this picture but if you look closely,
you can find them!

The process of
green-up
The transition from budburst to leaf
elongation (also called ‘leaf-out’) occurs
quickly, as shown in these two photos
taken by Sonja Heuscher:
• Left: May 9.
• Right: May 11.
When this pattern is repeated on birch
and aspen trees across a landscape, it
creates a color change in in the forest
canopy perceived as ‘green-up.’

Green-up Day: 10 May 2020
But look more closely at a single tree,

for example the tree you tapped this
spring, and you’ll see the leaves and
reproductive structures are actually
developing at quite different rates!

The four small branches pictured here
were collected on May 10 from the
same tree on the University of Alaska
Fairbanks campus as the branches
collected on May 9 (previous slides).
Read information about each branch,
below, from left to right…
… The first branch, i.e. the one on the far left, shows a male catkin and leaf buds just beginning to emerge from winter
dormancy. Further down the branch, female catkins are beginning to emerge from an opening winter bud, just waiting to
catch early season pollen from a different tree! Compared to that first branch, the middle two branches are putting
relatively more energy into male flowers and pollen development, while the fourth branch (i.e. the one on the far right) is
putting its energy into developing both male and female flowers.

Green-up Day: 10 May 2020

By offsetting the development of male and female flowers so they mature at slightly
different rates, the tree maximizes spreading and receiving pollen from other trees
throughout the season. That’s a good strategy, since any individual pollen grain only lives
for one day. Fine-tuning the development of reproductive structures in this way allows an
individual tree to maximize both pollen flow and seed development.

Susan Harry is the medical
technician who measures the
daily Fairbanks Pollen Count for
Foundation Health Partners.
Susan reported that on Friday,
May 8, there were 4 individual
birch pollen grains in her air
sample; not enough to report
as even a ‘Trace’. On Saturday
there 40 grains.

On Sunday, May
10, Green-Up Day,
Susan reported
that the birch
pollen level was
3760, Very high

On Monday, May
11, the day after
green-up, birch
pollen was recrded
at 7,045 Very high
(new local record)

Thank you
so much for
Tapping into
Spring with
OneTree Alaska,
everyone. Have
a great
summer!

So, for now, that’s as far as our story has come, but it’s about to
get really exciting.
That’s because this next chapter will be primarily written by you,
by the observations you made and the documentation you
provided on your daily sap logs.
We are very eager to see all your data and welcome your help
analyzing it this summer.
Thank you so much for participating in Tapping into Spring.
Please be in touch with questions and ideas for the future!
All the best,
Jan (jcdawe@alaska.edu ) (907-474-5907)

